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Introduction

1

This is the tenth year of the Cleaner Air Partnership Public Opinion Survey on Air Qual-
ity and Transportation in the Sacramento Region.  The survey is a sounding board, a
reality check, a planning tool and a way to track performance on important air quality
and transportation goals in the region.

The 1999 survey provides timely information on trends, as well as new information
about traffic congestion, how to pay for improvements in transportation and air quality,
experience with trouble breathing during unhealthy air episodes, and which solo driver
commuters are using alternatives to driving once in a while.

Thanks to the financial sponsors who contributed the funds and their expertise in de-
signing the survey:

• the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD);
• the Yolo-Solano Air Quality Management District (YSAQMD);
• Sacramento International Airport (Sacramento Co. Dept. of Airports, SMF);
• the Placer County Air Pollution Control District (PCAPCD);
• the El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC);
• the City of Sacramento (City);
• the Sacramento Regional Transit District (RT).

Special thanks are due to those who participated in the Survey Committee:  Larry
Greene, Gwen Owens, Jim Humphries, Kerry Shearer, Betty Turner, Anthony Palmere,
Matt Boyer, and Ken Hough; and to Dawn Morley-Chavero and Naomi Holobow from
Meta, who provided strong technical support , quality control and comment on the final
report.

The Survey

In November, 1999, 2,800 telephone interviews were conducted with random samples of
residents in Sacramento, Placer, El Dorado, Yolo and Solano Counties.  The interviews
averaged 11.8 minutes.  Meta Information Services conducted the interviews under the
direction of the Cleaner Air Partnership Project Manager.  Monitoring during the field
period revealed that the questionnaire was too long for the budgeted interview time.
Several questions were then excluded for the remaining interviews.  Therefore, some
questions are reported only for the regional sample.  The sample was large enough to
yield reliable results even when less than half of the interviews contained the questions.

The methodology used in the 1999 survey otherwise was identical to the one that has
been used annually and presents results that can be reliably compared to prior surveys.
For more information about the methodology used, see the methodological appendix.
Recommended improvements are discussed in the last section of the report.
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Sacramento region residents want to achieve both
air quality improvement and traffic congestion
improvement.

Key Findings.  Key findings of the 1999 Public Opinion Survey on Air Quality and Trans-
portation are summarized below:

• households with health effects from air pollution went up from 32 percent to 40 percent
in 1999, and the increase was due to unusual smoke incidents in the area; reported medical
visits as a result of air pollution did not increase.

• over the last six years air quality has remained the same on average (with fluctuations
due to weather), but those noticing the air quality index increased in 1999, likely due to
increased campaign attention.  Thirty-four percent say that they notice the air pollution
forecast every day or nearly every day, and only 9 percent say they never notice it.

• nearly a third (32%) of the region’s residents reported seeing ozone maps on television, or
on the internet.

• forty-one percent of the region’s adults believe air quality is a very serious problem in
this region, up from a low of 31 percent in 1997.  Only 12 percent say it is not a serious
problem, or not a problem at all, down from 18 percent in 1997.

• drivers saying it was very possible to reduce driving on Spare The Air days rose from 19
to 24 percent between 1994 and 1999, indicating an impact of the Spare The Air Program.

• residents are concerned about transportation and traffic (18%), growth and development
(17%), the environment and pollution (10%), as well as crime and drugs (10%), economy
and jobs (6%) and schools and education (6%).  They want to improve both traffic conges-
tion and air quality, and a slight majority favors a sales tax increase to finance improve-
ments.

• only 22 percent of the region’s residents say they are driving more than they were two
years ago, but 76 percent say they are experiencing more traffic congestion.  Alternative
mode commuters are just as likely as solo commuters to say they are driving more, but
non-commuters are less likely.

• drivers in El Dorado, Placer and Yolo-Solano seem to be shifting toward more use of
pools, transit, and in El Dorado, also toward more bicycling.  Thirty-nine percent of the
region’s carpoolers say they are
carpooling now more than they were
two years ago.

• fewer airport passengers are getting
rides to the airport from friends and
family and more are aware of the avail-
ability of shuttle service.  These changes
help reduce  airport trip emissions.
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In the 1999 Cleaner Air Partnership Public Opinion Survey,  residents responded to ques-
tions about health problems and air pollution.  Respondents were asked whether they or
someone else in their household had experienced trouble breathing during periods of
unhealthy air last summer.  If yes, they were asked whether the person experiencing the
trouble had to go to the emergency room or a short-notice medical visit because of this
trouble.

Forty percent of the respondents in the region reported that someone in their household
experienced trouble breathing during periods of unhealthy air (Table 1), and 9 percent of
the total number interviewed reported that someone in their household had to make an
emergency or short-notice medical visit because of trouble breathing during a period of
unhealthy air.  This represented an increase of 8 percent over 1998 in the impact of un-
healthy air on breathing; however there was not a significant increase in the reported medi-
cal visits. There may not have been significant additional health care costs.

Comparing the two summers, the 1998 summer was much worse for ozone pollution.
There were 13 days when the federal one hour standard was violated and 42 days when the
state one hour standard was exceeded.  In 1999, there were 5 days on which the federal one
hour standard was exceeded, and 39 days when the state one hour standard was exceeded.

During the summer of 1999, however, there were episodes of significant and unusual
smoke in the region.  The major incident occurred August 25-26, when large fires in North-
ern California combined with a strong high pressure ridge over California, a strong tem-
perature inversion and light, variable winds, to produce smoky conditions.  According to
the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality ManagementDistrict’s consulting meteorologists,
the smoke also contributed to the formation of ozone in the region.

Also, it’s important to remember that when both pollutants are present, ozone can enable
particulate matter to have greater health impacts because ozone compromises the respira-
tory system.  The interactive effects are greater for the two pollutants than either alone.

Table 2 reports both regional variation in health response to air quality, and the respon-
dents’ belief whether the trouble experienced was caused by smoke, urban air pollution or
a combination of both.  Regionally, 40 percent reported breathing problems in the house-

3

Air Pollution and Health

Table 1:  Air Pollution and Health
1999    1998

  Past summer, someone in household experienced trouble breathing/unhealthy air 40%   32%

  Medical visit  because of trouble breathing/ unhealthy air   9%   10%
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                      Table 2:  Geographic Variation, Air Pollution and Health
Region  SMAQMD   YSAQMD   Placer  El Dorado

% of Respondents agreeing . . . .
Air pollution is a very serious problem* 41% 44% 34% 37% 40%
Mobile is the major cause 45% 45% 46% 42% 42%
Summer is worst season 56% 56% 54% 60% 54%
Last summer, periods of unhealthy air,
   •Someone in HH had trouble breathing* 40% 44% 38% 36% 27%
   •Cause of trouble breathing*
          •caused by smoke 11% 12% 11% 11% 9%
          •caused by urban air pollution 3% 4% 4% 3% 2%
          •caused by both 24% 27% 21% 20% 13%
          •don’t know cause 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

  •Had to go to the emergency room 9% 11% 9% 5% 6%
   or short term medical appointment

* geographic differences are statistically significant, p <  .05 or less.  applies only to the difference between
YSAQMD and the Region and SMAQMD

hold, with 24 percent caused by both smog and smoke, 11 percent caused by smoke alone
and an additional three percent caused by urban air pollution alone, with 1 percent unable
to identify the cause.

These data suggest that the increase in respondents’ reports of trouble breathing in their
household between the summers of 1998 and 1999 could well be due to the presence of
smoke from large fires.  Regionally, the percentage stating that the problem was due to
smoke alone is 11 percent and the difference between 1998 and 1999 in the percentage
noting problems breathing is 8 percent. Also comparing 1998 and 1999 for those who stated
ozone was a health problem, the difference is 5 percent.   From these data we can estimate
that about one-third of the region’s households experience health problems with unhealthy
air in the summer, with a variation of 5 percent between years with severe versus moderate
ozone forming conditions. When smoke invades the
area, that number rises to 40 percent.

The geographic differences in responses to these ques-
tions are small, but statistically significant.  Forty-five
percent of the Sacramento County (SMAQMD) house-
holds surveyed reported someone had trouble breathing
during periods of unhealthy air, and 40 percent at the
regional level, compared with 38 percent in Yolo-Solano.
Medical visits ranged from 11 percent of the households
in Sacramento County to 5 percent in Placer County.

Sacramento County has the largest health impact (both absolutely and per capita) from air
pollution.  Data from 1995 and 1998 provide a basis for assessing whether the impact is
going up or not (Table 3).  Between 1995 and 1998, there was no difference in the percentage
of Sacramento County residents reporting trouble breathing in their household on un-

About one-third of the
region’s households
experience health problems
with unhealthy air in the
summer, and when smoke
invades the area, that number
rises to 40 percent.

4
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“. . . the
percentage of
households
making medical
visits did not rise,
despite the
additional impact
of heavy smoke. ”

Table 3:  Trend, Air Pollution and Health
                  Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District Only

Thinking about last summer, specifically the months of May through September, did you, or any other
household member, including children, experience trouble breathing during periods of unhealthy air?

1995 1998 1999
Yes   36%   36%   44%**

Did you, or any other household member, including children, have to go to the emergency room or
have to make a short-notice medical visit because of trouble breathing during a period of unhealthy air
last summer? [1995 question said “hospital or doctor”]

Yes   15%   11%   11%**
**statistically significant difference between 1995 and 1999, p<.05

healthy air days.  During this period there was a significant decrease from 15 to 11 percent
of the households reporting  a short term medical visit had to be made.  The summer of
1995 was similar to the summer of 1998 in air quality; there were ten days in violation of
the federal one-hour standard and 39 days in violation of the state one hour ozone stan-
dard.  In 1999, the percentage of households rose to 44 percent,
but the percentage of households making medical visits did not
rise, despite the additional impact of heavy smoke.

Richard Hoagland with wife Millie and Big
Coral, a gravel hauling truck with a rebuilt
1989 engine. The Hoaglands were named
Clean Air Heroes of 1999 because they
found a way to dramatically reduce emis-
sions from their owner-operated truck.  By
participating in the Sacramento Metropoli-
tan Air Quality Management District’s
incentive program to lower heavy-duty diesel
engine emissions, the Hoaglands have
contributed to cleaner air and healthier
lungs in our region.
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Air Quality Trends

6

State     Federal Fed. 3 yr. ave.
1999 39   5   7.0
1998 42 13   7.3
1997 20   3   6.3
1996 48   6   7.3
1995 39 10   7.3
1994 35   6   7.0
1993 28   6   9.0
1992 58   9   9.7
1991 55 12   9.3
1990 29   8 15.0
1989 61   8 18.0
1988 81 29 22.7
1987 75 17 19.0
1986 48 22 21.0
1985 48 18 17.7
1984 58 23 17.3
1983 62 12 15.7
1982 56 17 16.7
1981 58 18 21.3
1980 43 15
1979 72 31

Table 4: Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality
Management District Ozone Exceedances, 1979-99

The Table of Comparisons (Appendix) provides trend data by jurisdiction for all air quality
and transportation questions that have been repeated since the Cleaner Air Partnership
began its public opinion survey in 1989.  This section of the report describes trends in air
quality-related responses that are regional in scope.

Table 4 displays the 20 year profile for the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality
Management District for state and federal exceedances of the one-hour ozone standards.
This table provides a context for interpreting citizen perception data from the survey.  In
general, air quality has improved over the last twenty years.  Over the last six years, air
quality has remained about the same, on average.  Meteorology plays a big role and varies
from year to year.

The summers of 1997 and 1999 followed a cool pattern, with strong Delta breezes and few
days threatening to exceed the current federal ozone standard.  In 1999, cool ocean
temperatures off the Northern
California coast kept breezes strong
and regular throughout the summer.
The summer of 1998 followed a hot
pattern, with a record number of
days (16) over 100 degrees Farenheit
in August, and stillness created by
high pressure ridges over Northern
California.   Correspondingly, there
were 24 days during the summer of
1998 when citizens were informed
by the Spare The Air program to
avoid driving because of unhealthy
air conditions.  In 1999, there were 12
such days.

Another important feature of the
1999 summer smog season was the
roll-out of a new air quality index,
corresponding to the new and more
stringent federal eight hour ozone
standard.   While air quality was
actually cleaner in 1999 than in 1998,
the change in the index defining air
quality could well have resulted in
the perception that air quality had
worsened.  The new index is more
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Table 5: Percentage of Respondents’ Noticing the Air Quality Index

Region SMAQMD
        Notice AQI (pollution index) 1998  1999      1991  1992 1993  1994 1998  1999

          • every day 11%    17% 23%    15% 14%  12%  12%   18%
          • almost every day 12%    17% 20%    15%   16%  13%  12%   18%
          • about half the time 18%    17% 21%    23%   17%  22%  19%   16%
          • once in a while 38%    39% 28%    36%   31%  38%   37%   38%
          • never 20%      9%   7%    11% 18%  14%   18%     8%
          • depends    2%     1%   1%      1%     4%    1%    2%     1%

protective of public health for those sensitive to ozone’s hazards.

The most dramatic shift in public attitudes toward air quality between 1998 and 1999 was
the frequency reported for noticing the air quality forecast.  Respondents were asked:
“Would you say you notice the air pollution forecast for the day --that is the air quality
index [AQI] every day, almost every day, about half the time, once in a while or never?
There was a statistically significant change in the increase of those noticing every day or
nearly every day (from 23% to 34%) and a decrease in those who said they never noticed
the index (from 20% to 9%).  This positive shift likely corresponds, at least in part, to the
increased campaign attention given to the index during the summer of 1999.

As Table 5 demonstrates, not since 1991 has awareness of the air quality index (pollutant
standards index) been as high.  The significance is truly regional in that statistically
significant differences between 1998 and 1999 in AQI awareness were found throughout the
region.  The shift was greatest in El Dorado County (from 20 percent to 33 percent noticing
AQI every day or almost every day), and least in Placer, where it shifted from 25 to 30
percent aware every day or almost every day.

As Table 6 shows, most people find out about the AQI through television (71 percent).
Also, nearly a third of the region’s adult residents noticed ozone maps on TV or the internet
in 1999.  Clearly, most of these saw them on television weather forecasts.

Other shifts in air quality attitudes between 1998 and 1999 actually are consistent with
findings in 1997, showing that the findings of the 1998 survey were in many ways

Table 6: Main Source of Information on the Air Quality Index

Find out about AQ Forecast Region  SMAQMD   YSAQMD   Placer  El Dorado
  •television 71% 72% 65% 65% 75%
  •radio 14% 12% 16% 18% 14%
  •newspaper 8% 8% 9% 9% 4%
  •internet 2% 2% 3% 2% 2%
  •work 2% 2% 2% 2% 1%
  •other 4% 3% 4% 5% 4%

Saw ozone maps on TV or internet 32% 35% 23% 30% 34%
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Table 7:  Regional Sample Air Quality Trends, 1997-1999
[Statistically significant 1998 to 1999 shifts]

  1997  1998 1999
Significant Trends

• Increase in noticing PSI/AQI [Air Quality Index] every day or almost every day
23% 34%

• Decrease in percent “never” noticing PSI/AQI 20%   9%

• Increase in percent of the population saying air pollution is a very serious
problem                31%    38% 41%

• Decrease in percent of the population saying air pollution is a not a very seri-
ous problem or not a problem at all         18%    19% 12%

• Recall of advertising on what you can do to reduce air pollution
55%       70% 64%

Ping Pong Trends

• Carpooling twice a week or more
SMAQMD   19%    25% 14%
YSAQMD    16%    22% 16%
PCAPCD    17%    18% 12%
EDAPCD    12%    21% 12%

•  Percent driving 30 or less miles per week   30%       23%       25%
•  Percent working in same jurisdiction that they live in:

City of Sac   72%      61% 72%
Placer County   54%      36%  60%

•  Percent believing motor vehicles are the main cause of smog in this area
   NA     37% 45%

•  Percent believing they will personally have to change for better air quality
            46%     38% 50%

•  Percent of drivers using alternatives when they could drive
       50% 40% 48%

anamolous.  Table 7 lists seven attitudes that shifted significantly in 1998, only to shift back
to 1997 levels.  These “Ping Pong Trends” are included in Table 7 to alert those tracking
results in the 1998 report that the findings were not stable.

There appears to be a trend back in the direction of more public concern about the
seriousness of air pollution since a low point in 1997, when just 31 percent said air
pollution was a very serious problem in our metropolitan area; 41 percent of the region’s
residents now say air pollution is a very serious problem.  This percent varies from a high
of 45 percent in the City of Sacramento and a low of 34 percent in the Yolo-Solano Air
Quality Management District.
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On smoggy summer days, the Air District asks you to avoid driving when possible.  They
suggest that you ride with someone else, walk, bike, or use transit.  Last summer, was it
very possible, somewhat possible, or not at allpossible for you to reduce some of your
driving trips on those days?

1994 1999
Not possible 47% 39% ***
Somewhat possible 32% 36%
Very possible 19% 24% **
DK    2%   1%

** p<.05    ***p<.01

Another significant trend noted in Table 7 is awareness of advertising.  Public awareness of
advertising shifts each year, and depends at least in part on the amount of advertising. The
shifts from 1997 to 1998 to 1999 in this awareness are consistent with the fact that 1998 was
a much more severe ozone season, with a great
deal more advertising because of Spare The Air
day messages.

Finally, an interesting shift has occurred in
residents’ assessment about the likelihood that
they can choose to avoid driving on days when
air quality is unhealthy.  In 1994, before the Spare
The Air program was launched in its current
format, residents were asked “on smoggy
summer days, the Air District asks you to avoid
driving when possible.  They suggest that you
ride with someone else, walk, bike or use transit.
Last summer, was it very possible, somewhat possible, or not at all possible for you to
reduce some of your driving trips on those days?”  Again in the 1999 survey, the same
question was asked of a random part of the sample.  Table 8 shows the results.  A
significant shift has occurred. Drivers  saying it is “very possible” to reduce driving
increased from 19 percent to 24 percent while the percentage saying it is “not possible”
dropped from 47 percent to 39 percent since 1994.  This shift is another measure of the
impact of the Spare The Air driver education program.

Table 8:  Possibility of Reducing Driving on Smoggy Days

Drivers saying it is “very
possible” to reduce driving
increased from 19 percent
to 24 percent while the
percentage saying it is
“not possible” dropped
from 47 percent to 39
percent since 1994.
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What Concerns You Most About
the Future of the Region?

Table 9: Biggest Concern for Future of the
Region

10

Transportation/Traffic 18%
Growth/Development 17%
Crime/Drugs 10%
Environment/Pollution 10%
Economy/Jobs  6%
Schools/Education  6%

As a prelude to asking questions about air quality and traffic congestion improvement, the
interview started with a general question:  “looking to the future overall well-being of our
region, what concerns you the most about the future?”  There were many different kinds of
responses, but about two-thirds of the responses fit into six general categories.  Table 9
delineates these.  The single largest category was transportation/traffic (18%), followed
closely by growth and development (17%).  Crime and drugs (10%) and environment and
pollution (10%) were next most important.  These four categories accounted for 55 percent
of the responses.  The economy and jobs and education and schools added another 12
percent.

These data indicate that indeed traffic
congestion and air pollution, as
consequences of growth and
development of the region, are
uppermost in the public’s perception
of what troubles lurk in the future.  To
understand public priorities at this
time, a series of questions asked about
the relative importance of air pollution
and traffic congestion, and what solutions were preferred.  The survey also questioned
residents on their own driving, and their experience of traffic congestion over the last two
years.

Almost 80 percent of those interviewed believed that improving traffic congestion and
improving air quality each are very important to the future of the region.  About 62 percent
wanted to improve both at the same time, while 13 percent opted for air quality first, and
25 percent chose improvements in traffic congestion first.  In choosing options for
improving traffic congestion, 48 percent chose both widening roads and providing more
transit, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, 32 percent chose transit, bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, and 17 percent chose widening roads only.  (See Table 10A.)  The percentage
chosing transit, pedestrian and bicycle facilities was higher among Hispanics, and among
females, and varied among income groups.  The percentage chosing “both at the same
time” was higher among African Americans, Hispanics, income groups under $50,000, and
among females.

Two sources of funding for improvements were presented.  A local 1/2 percent  sales tax
was supported by 52 percent while a local gas tax (starting at 1 cent per gallon and
increasing one cent per year for ten years) garnered only 32 percent support.  Support for
the sales tax and the gas tax was higher among those with college degrees, and females
were more likely than males to support the sales tax (but not more likely to support the gas
tax).
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Table 10A:  Air Quality and Traffic Congestion Improvement
Region         Sac Co        Sac City         Yolo-Sol    Placer       El Dor

n=1395 600 400        800 500 500
Very important to improve traffic congestion

79% 80% 81% 75% 81% 77%
Very important to improve air quality

79% 79% 84% 77% 75% 70%
If pressed to choose, which to do first?
Improve traffic first 25% 26% 21% 21% 28% 34%
Improve air quality first 15% 11% 16% 16% 11% 11%
Improve both at same time 62% 62% 63% 62% 61% 54%

Which method to use first for Traffic Congestion?

Widen roads 17% 19% 11% 14% 19% 22%
Provide more transit, bicycle, pedestrian

32% 32% 33% 37% 32% 28%
Provide both at the same time 48% 46% 52% 47% 45% 47%

Support local 1/2% sales tax to improve
n= 611 238 167 315 315 282

58% 52% 55% 56% 49% 49%
Support increased gas tax to improve (1¢/yr, 10 yr)

n= 611 238 167 315 315 282
32% 30% 35% 35% 30% 27%

While most people said they now experience more traffic congestion than they had two
years ago (76%), only 22 percent said they were driving more (Table 10B).  Forty-three
percent said their driving was the same, while 35 percent said they were driving less than
they were two years ago.  Younger people were more likely to say they were driving more
than two years ago, and older drivers were more likely to say they were driving less.  Non-
caucasian drivers also were driving more, and the lowest income groups were driving less.

Compare mileage driven to two years ago:      n=1284 560 355 725 471 474
    drive same 43% 45% 34% 43% 53% 50%
    drive more 22% 20% 26% 24% 17% 19%
    drive less 34% 35% 40% 33% 30% 30%

Compare traffic congestion to two years ago:      n=1283
    same 16% 14% 18% 21% 13% 17%
    more 76% 79% 73% 68% 81% 74%
    less   7%   6%   8%   9%   5%   7%

Table 10B:  Air Quality and Traffic Congestion Improvement
[Asked of drivers only]  Region      Sac Co       Sac City    Yolo-Sol    Placer   El Dor
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Commuters are a key element in the transportation system; about 23-25 percent of all
vehicle trips in the region are commute trips, and commute trips are, on average, longer
than other trips (about 7.5 miles compared to 5.5 for home-based other trips).  Solo driver
commuting creates bulges in the transport network, feeding demand to remove bottlenecks
and relieve congestion.

There are some differences between solo driver
commuters, alternative mode commuters and non-
commuters in perception of air quality and
transportation problems and solutions, but these are
not dramatic differences.  All three groups are most
likely to say that methods to improve traffic
congestion should include both road widening and
alternatives to driving, but the groups do differ
significantly in the proportion favoring alternatives to
road widening.  Alternate mode commuters were
most likely to support more alternative mode
facilities at the expense of road widening (42%)
compared to one-third of the non-commuters and 29
percent of the solo driver commuters choosing this option.

While all the groups believe congestion has increased since two years ago, the alternative
mode users are most likely to say this (79% compared to 76% overall).  Those who
commute by alternative modes are just as likely as solo driver commuters to say they are
driving more now than two years ago (25%), suggesting that travel needs other than work
are primarily behind increased driving.   Non-commuters are most likely to say that they
are driving less than two years ago (41% compared to 35 percent overall), perhaps
reflecting recent retirees, and those not working because of illness or birth of a child.

There are statistically significant
differences in perception of
congestion increase depending
upon the commuter’s work
location.  However, a majority of
commuters in every location say
that congestion has increased over
the last two years.  Those least likely
to report congestion increase are workers in Yolo county (58%), Solano County (67%) and El
Dorado County (68% compared with 76% overall).

“Those who commute
by alternative modes
are just as likely as
solo driver commuters
to say that they are
driving more now than
two years ago (25%).”

Commuters and Congestion

Table 11:  Driving More than Two Years Ago

Solo Driver Commuters 25%
Alternative Mode Commuters 25%
Non-commuters 18%
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            Sac City      Sac Co    Yolo Sol Placer El Dor Region
Solo Commuter 62% 74%       64% 77% 75% 71%
Solo Com Plus 14% 7%         10% 8% 9%  9%
Alt Mode Commuter 23% 19%          26% 14% 16% 20%

Table 13:  Commuter Styles by Jurisdiction of Residence

Downtown commuters have bus and rail
options for getting to work.  Regionally 3.6
percent of the commuters usually take the
bus or light rail to work.

Table 14:  Commuter Styles by Job Location
Downtn    Sac City    Sac Co    Yolo Solano  Placer  El Dor Other Region

Solo Commuter 63%  74% 76% 60% 75% 78%  73% 66% 71%
Solo Com Plus 12%   7%   7%   9%   6% 10% 10%   6%   9%
Alt Mode Commuter 24% 18% 14% 29% 19% 12% 17% 28% 20%

Solo driver commuters were asked a series of questions about their commute patterns to
determine their use of alternative modes on an occassional or part-time basis. Table 15 and
16 summarize these results.  First, 25 percent of today’s solo driver commuters reported
that there has been a period of at least three months during the last five years when they
had regularly used an alternative to driving alone.  This means that one-quarter of today’s
solo driver commuters have some real life experience with alternative commute modes.  It
also means that the great majority of today’s commuters do not have any relevant
experience with alternative modes to help them change their commute mode.  Secondly,
solo driver commuters were asked if they had ever in the last five years used an alternative

mode for getting to and from their present work and present home location:  29 percent
said yes.  This indicates that almost one third of today’s solo driver commuters know how
to make the work/home trip without driving alone.  Finally, we asked those solo driver
commuters who have used an alternative between their present work and home locations
whether they use such an alternative at least once a month.  Twelve percent of today’s solo
driver commuters said that they regularly use an alternative at least once a month to get to
and from work.   This group represents 9 percent of the region’s commuters, and is largest
in the City of Sacramento (14%) and Yolo-Solano Air District (10%).  Table 14 displays the
commute modes by job location.  The highest
alternative mode use is for commuters working
in Yolo County (29%)  or out of the region
(28%), while the highest use of alternatives to
solo commuter on an occassional basis is for
workers in the City of Sacramento (12%).

13
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Change in Use of Alternative
Modes by Drivers

Since 1989, the Cleaner Air Partnership has tracked use of different modes by drivers.  The
Table of Comparisons in the Appendix shows the data collected for each jurisdiction.
Drivers are asked how often they used a bike, the bus, light rail, or carpooling over the last
year.  Drivers are then categorized by use frequency:  less than once a month (including not
at all), monthly to once a week, or more than once a week.  These data provide a
benchmark on driver willingness and ability to use alternatives to driving for some of their
transportation needs.

On a regional basis, 1999 mode use monitoring shows that all alternative mode uses shifted
upward compared to 1998 measurements, but that compared to 1995, mode use is about
the same.

• 14.5 percent of the region’s drivers used a bicycle at least once a month, with 10
percent riding more than once a week;

• 19 percent of the region’s drivers rode the bus at least once a month, with 9
percent riding more than once a week;

• 17 percent of the region’s drivers rode light rail at least once a month, with 7
percent riding more than once a week;

• 27 percent of region’s drivers used either bus or
light rail at least once a month, with 13 percent using
transit more than once a week;

• 36 percent of the region’s drivers carpooled at
least once a month, with 14 percent pooling more than
once a week.

In 1998 there were measureable shifts in carpool
reporting, so in 1999 those who carpooled at least once a
month were asked a follow-up question regarding changes in their carpool use: “Do you
carpool more, less or about the same now as you did two years ago?”  And, “why are you
carpooling [more/less] now?  Forty percent of the region’s carpoolers said they were
carpooling the same as two years ago, 39 percent said they were carpooling more and 20
percent said they were carpooling less.

CAP measurements in some jurisdictions support this conclusion while in others it does
not.  In the SMAQMD (County of Sacramento), pooling rates are about the same in 1997
and 1999, while in El Dorado, Placer and Yolo-Solano, they seem to have shifted upward.
In El Dorado, drivers using pools at least once a month rose from 28 to 35 percent; in

Thirty-nine percent of the
region’s carpoolers said
they were carpooling more
than two years ago. . . .
Drivers in Placer, Yolo-
Solano and El Dorado also
report using transit more.
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Placer,  from 34 to 36 percent and in Yolo-Solano from 30 to 36 percent.

Those who are carpooling more gave the following reasons:
           Reason % of Responses     % of Cases
Convenience, opportunity to do so 19% 26%
To save gas, or money 16% 21%
To carpool to work 13% 17%
For social reasons/ to help others 12% 16%
Change on the job/for work purposes   9% 12%
For the children   8% 11%
Because of traffic or carpool lanes   6%  8%
Because they are driving further or driving more   6%  9%
Because of air pollution or the environment   4%  5%
Other   7%             10%

Total 100% 135%

Air pollution was given as a reason for carpooling more by only 10 percent of the
carpoolers, and mentioned as only 4 percent of the total responses to the question.  The
most important responses were the convenience, to save gas or money, to carpool to work,
or social reasons (such as helping someone by giving them a ride).  These reasons
accounted for 60 percent of the responses and 80 percent of the respondents mentioned one
of these reasons.

Those who are carpooling less gave the following reasons:
           Reason % of Responses     % of Cases
Change in the job situation, work schedule 45% 53%
Living situation changed (e.g. loss of pool partners) 13% 15%
No one to carpool with 12% 14%
Now own vehicle and would rather drive   9% 11%
No longer carpool with/for the kids   7%  8%
Fewer activities, no longer go anywhere   6%  7%
Graduated/different school   3%  4%
Using transit/walking/biking instead   3%              3%
Not as convenient   2%   3%

Total 100% 117%

Only 3 percent of those who are carpooling less said that they were using other alternatives
to driving instead.  The most common reasons given were changes in the job situation,
including moving closer to the job, changes in hours or days working, or a change in job.
Forty-five percent of the responses and 53 percent of the cases mentioned changes in the job
as a reason why they were pooling less.

Other important shifts in mode use noticed in the Tables of comparison are:

Placer use of transit seems to have shifted slightly in a positive direction;
El Dorado drivers show positive shifts in transit use, and bicycling;
Yolo-Solano shows positive shifts in transit use, including more than once a month transit

use up to 30 percent from 19 percent in 1997.
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Airport Trips

Since 1995 the Cleaner Air Partnership has tracked regional residents’ travel to Sacramento
International Airport (SMF) in its annual public opinion survey on transportation and air
quality.  These data complement the County Department of Airports’ ongoing research on
passenger travel, and support planning to reduce vehicle trips to the airport.

With 2,300 employees and over 7 million annual passengers, the airport is a major vehicle
trip generator.  Traffic volume, averaging 30,000 vehicle trips per day, is estimated to be
about half the typical daily trip generation of a major shopping center in the Sacramento
region.  Seventy percent of the airport’s emissions are a product of ground access to the
facility.  Twenty percent are attributed to aircraft, and five percent to the equipment that
services parked aircraft.  Aircraft emissions are being cut through such programs as
Terminal A design for electric ground support equipment, airline use of electric baggage
tugs, improved airfield layout and procedures which reduce aircraft taxi and idle time, and
the use of new, “Stage 3”, aircraft.  Ground transportation emissions are being reduced
because the airport uses clean fuel shuttle buses, provides public fueling for electric and
CNG vehicles, and both SuperShuttle and Yolo Transit also use CNG buses for bringing
passengers and employees to and from the airport.

Reducing ground access emissions is a difficult puzzle because so many air passengers get
rides to the airport.  The practice of dropping off and picking up passengers by family and
friends means that four vehicle trips are made for each air passenger round trip, compared
with two trips that are made by air travelers who park for the duration of their trip.  Those
who use commercial van or taxi services or public transit reduce emissions and congestion
through shared rides.

The airport’s own annual surveys continue
to show that the majority of airport trips are
generated by patrons who choose to avoid
parking by being dropped off and picked up
by others.  These drop off travelers tend to
be infrequent flyers, traveling for non-
business purposes, with their trip lasting for
five or more days.  Patrons choosing to park
for the duration of their trip tend to be
frequent airport users, traveling for business
purposes on a two to four day trip.

A confounding factor is that the peak of
airport usage occurs during the summer
months when ozone violations are most
prevalent.  The additional patrons during
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Table 15:
               Airport Trips by Residents of the Sacramento Region

[includes Sacramento, western Placer and El Dorado, Yolo and eastern Solano Counties]

n=                                                   710  1441 1396 1429 1393

Past 6 months, number of times gone to Sac Airport    1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
not at all                                                           44.7 38.3 36.1 41.0 43.6
once or twice                                                           21.3 33.8 32.2 29.1 19.0***
three or four times                                                   13.3 15.0 16.0 15.7 14.4
five or more times                                                    20.5 12.9 15.7 14.8 23.0***

In 1999, more detailed questions possibly led to higher trip estimates among those who did travel to the airport.

Trip Patterns 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
  Percent of all respondents who . . . .

Dropped off/picked up someone [% of all R]                       48.5 48.9 51.5 48.9 47.0
Parked while flew [% of all R]                                              20.7 20.2 23.5 24.0 21.2
Was dropped/picked  [% of all R]
     friends, family, associates                                                24.0 30.2 32.4 31.8 27.3**
Was dropped/picked  [% of all R] commercial sevices            4.3 ---  8.7   9.6  8.0

[Do not add to 100% because each respondent responds to each option independently.]

Air Passengers as a percent of  all respondents 38.9 39.9 38.3 39.9
Parked while flew [% of all air passengers]                                59.2 51.8 55.7 62.6 53.2***
Was dropped/picked up by friends/fam/assoc.

[% of all air passengers]                                                       68.6 77.7 76.7 83.0 68.5***
Was dropped/picked up by commercial services

[% of all air passengers]                                                       11.8 Incl. 20.5 25.2 19.9***
[Do not add to 100% because each respondent responds to each option independently.]

883   844   787
Had any trouble using airport roads, parking, shuttle/last year 15.5    7.1   8.8

[% of all residents visiting the airport]
n= 560            589          625       555

Air passenger awareness of alternate modes to airport 1996 1997 1998 1999
Aware of door to door van service 69.8 73.5 68.8 80.4   ***
Considered using van service 34.5 40.7 38.0 42.0
Did use van service/last six mon.   9.3 12.7 16.6 12.2 **

this season are more likely to be families on vacation, and infrequent airport users that
prefer to be dropped off and picked up by others.

SMF has instituted various programs to encourage patrons to use commercial services and
employees not to drive alone to work.  The tracking done in this survey is useful because it
focuses on regional residents who represent the patronage base for these programs.

The data from the 1999 survey show that the airport programs are on track (Table 15).  The
data also indicate that indicators measured in 1998 were significantly higher. Given the
findings in other areas of this report on trend lines, the significant differences from last year
that are not very different from 1997 should be ignored.  As shown in Table 15, what does
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appear to be a significant change is that fewer air passengers were dropped by friends or
family at the airport.  The percentage dropped from 77 percent in 1997 to 68.5 percent in
1999, while parking and use of commercial services appears to have remained about the
same.  Awareness of van service did go up significantly in the two year time period, from
74 percent to 80 percent of the air passengers.

Problems with Roads and Parking
Most airport users —91%— reported no problems with airport roads or parking.  Problems
with airport roads and parking were down to 8.8 percent from 15.5 percent of all airport
users in 1997.

Yolo Bus Service to the Airport
Awareness of Yolo Bus service to the airport seems to have stayed the same or gone down
within its service area. (See Table 16, next page.)  Only air passengers resident in
Sacramento, Yolo and Solano Counties were asked about Yolo bus service to the airport.
Overall, 26.5 percent of the air passengers in this service area said they were aware of the
bus service.  Awareness was greatest in Yolo County at 70 percent, up from 66 percent two
years before.  Solano County residents were least aware with 9 percent, a drop from 16
percent in 1997.  Sacramento City residents also experienced a drop in awareness, from 38
percent in 1997 to 28 percent in 1999.  Sacramento County residents showed about the same
level of awareness as in 1997, with 20 percent in 1997 and 18 percent in 1999.

Overall, Yolo County Transportation District has increased the percentage of air passengers
using Yolo Bus at least once in the last six months to get to the airport to 3 percent.  Usage
has remained fairly constant among residents in the various jurisdictions, although an
increase is likely among County of Sacramento residents.  As noted in previous reports,
Sacramento City residents who also use transit regularly represent the best potential
market for Yolo Bus service to the airport.  However, use among City residents has
remained about the same since service inception in 1997.

SACOG’s evaluation of Route 42 Intercity Service (July 8, 1999), noted that airport service
was used as much for employee commuting as for air passengers.  It also showed the
largest patronage for the airport destination boarding in downtown Sacramento.

The Blue Van is a
frequent sight on
downtown Sacramento
streets and around the
region.  More resident
air passengers are
choosing to use the van
rather than drive and
park or be dropped and
picked up by friends or
family.  SuperShuttle
recently acquired 8 CNG
vans.
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Table 16:  Yolo Bus/ Awareness, Consideration, Use
 (% of Air Passengers)

1999 County Comparison n= 201 161 242 78
Yolo Sac City Sac Co Solano

Heard of Yolo Bus 70.1% 28.0% 17.8% 9.0%
Considered Yolo Bus 40.8%  9.3%   4.5% 1.3%
Did use Yolo Bus   9.0%  2.5%   2.1% 1.3%

Trend
1997 1998 1999

Yolo n= 192 211 201
Heard of Yolo Bus 66% 55% 70%
Considered Yolo Bus 41% 31% 41%
Did use Yolo Bus   9% 10%   9%

1997 1998 1999
Sacramento City n= 263 182 161
Heard of Yolo Bus 38% 21% 28%
Considered Yolo Bus 15%   8%   9%
Did use Yolo Bus   2%   2% 2.5%

1997 1998 1999
Sacramento County n= 279 283 242
Heard of Yolo Bus 20% 23% 18%
Considered Yolo Bus   4%   3%   5%
Did use Yolo Bus   0%   1%   2%

1997 1998 1999
Solano County n= 193 135 78
Heard of Yolo Bus 16% 15%   9%
Considered Yolo Bus   4%   7%   1%
Did use Yolo Bus   1%   0%   1%

Regional total 1997 1998 1999

[Yolo Bus Questions asked only of Sacramento and Yolo-Solano Air Passengers]
  451   513   449

Heard of Yolo Bus 31.3% 20.6% 26.7% **
Considered Yolo Bus 11.5%   7.6% 10.2%

Did use Yolo Bus   1.6%   2.3%   3.1%
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Table 17:  Estimating Air Passenger Use of Yolo Bus by Jurisdiction of Residence

1999 1999     1997      1997 Difference
Formula* # of Pass   %      # of Pass     % # of Pass     %**
 City of Sacramento 270,305 x [ .40 ] x [.025] 2,703 24%      2,378 34%     325     14%
 County of Yolo  107,920 x [.43 ]  x  [.09] 4,176 37%      2,871 41%   1,305     45%
 County of Solano 88,838 x [.23 ] x [.013]    266   2%         203   3%       63       31%
 County of Sacramento 525,000 x [.40] x [.02] 4,200 37%      1,575 22%   2,625   167%

11,345               7,027  4,320      63%

 [Note:  Estimates in Table 5 of the 1997 Report erred slightly toward underestimating Yolo and overesti-
mating Sacramento and Solano Counties’ use of Yolo Bus. See 1998 Annual Report.  This table corrects
the 1997 table results without showing the formula elements.  Note also that the formula does not
update population increases, so the estimate is lower than it would be with population growth included.]

*jurisdiction adult population x [percent air passengers] x [percent used YB] = estimated number of air
passengers who used the YoloBus at least once in this period to go to SMF
** percent change from 1997 to 1999

Yolo Bus carries an airport bus
service advertisement.  The service is
completing a three year demonstra-
tion project.

Estimates of the number of air passengers who have used the Yolo Bus at least once during
the May - November 1999 period shows an increase of 63 percent, from 7,027 residents in
1997 to 11,345 in 1999  (see Table 17  below).   This is not a measure of airport trips by
transit, but rather the use of the service by residents.  The largest change is among
Sacramento County residents.  However, the percentage change is very small and not
statistically significant.
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Recommendations
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Since 1989, the Cleaner Air Partnership has conducted the Annual Public Opinion Survey
on Air Quality and Transportation.  The survey has allowed long term monitoring of key
transportation and air quality beliefs.  Since 1995, the survey has included reliable samples
of the region’s counties, and the region’s largest city (23 percent of the region’s population).
A standard methodology has been used to support tracking, with a Table of Comparisons
prepared each year for each jurisdiction to promote long term comparisons on a number of
questions.

Each year the preparation of the Tables of Comparison represents a major part of the effort.
It is the basis upon which trends in the data are identified and interpreted in the final
report.  The Tables of Comparison represent a data archive that becomes more valuable
each year as trend analysis becomes more meaningful.  Yet the identification of statistically
significant changes from prior year to present year is not always the most relevant analysis
of the data.  For example between 1997 and 1999, several measures demonstrated a “ping
pong” effect, that proved distracting and not relevant for policymaking.  More
sophisticated approaches to the trend analysis would require higher fees for the survey.

Moreover, the statistical analysis of data trends for each jurisdiction has not been included
in the costs covered by each jurisdiction in supporting the survey.  To adequately use all the
data collected would require an increase in the costs of the survey to each jurisdiction.
Another complication is that work needs to be done to standardize the TOCs for uniform
treatment including/excluding don't knows and refusals in the calculations.

One way to usefully augment the Table of Comparisons would be to calculate a rolling
average for each question.  This could simplify reporting while maintaining an archive for
more detailed analysis.  Each year, the comparison would be reported for the current year
compared to the rolling average of four prior years data.

Another issue arose this year when the survey length was excessive for the time allotted for
interviews (11 minutes).  As a result, some questions were asked of only a portion of the
sample.  The result demonstrated that a two-tier approach to the interview questionnaire
could be valuable.  Each questionnaire would have a core of questions.  A regional
subsample with a “long form” interview could be supplemented with short form
interviews in each jurisdiction to achieve good samples in each jurisdiction on key
questions.  Alternately, each interview could be the same length, with some questions
asked only of half of the interviewees.

These and other questions about how to maximize the utility of the annual survey for the
sponsors deserve careful thought and consultation among the sponsors.  An effort to
simplify and improve the survey tool could improve the efficiency of this project.
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Conclusion

The Sacramento region is described by meteorologists who try to predict ozone levels as
“the valley of the drunken winds.”  Unpredictable air currents disperse pollutants or corral
them into ozone hot spots.  The 1998 Cleaner Air Partnership Public Opinion survey
detected a similar pattern in public opinion; some of the findings were unexpected and
even seemed to contradict other findings.  The 1999 survey stabilized our understanding of
public opinion in our region, confirming trends set before 1998, and showing that findings
from 1998 often were following a ping-pong pattern with prior and later year findings.

The 1999 Cleaner Air Partnership Public Opinion Survey on Air Quality and Transportation
demonstrates the importance of annually monitoring public opinion in this important
policy area.  Here’s how:

•  this survey demonstrated how annual monitoring reduces guesswork about public
opinion trends and enables policymakers to be up-to-date in their assessment of public
attitudes.  Since random variations do occur in any research based on sampling, the annual
survey reduces risk in interpretation of data.  Sporadic polling increases the risk that
decisions are based on faulty data.

• this survey demonstrated that transportation and air quality issues are very important to
the region’s residents at this time and deserve policymakers’ attention.

•  by tracking each of the region’s counties separately, the survey is able to detect important
changes within sub-groups within the region, as well as regionwide trends.

•  this survey provided new information about attitudes toward air quality, traffic
congestion, and commuting.

•  the survey demonstrated again that various air and transportation planning agencies can
pool resources and achieve research results that none independently could afford to
achieve.  The survey provides a common base of information that may support
collaborative decision-making.

Cooperative research in the region helps promote regional ownership of our air quality and
transportation problems, and achieves economies of scale in problem solving.

Many thanks are due to the agencies which co-fund this research:  Sacramento
Metropolitan Air Quality Management District, Yolo-Solano Air Quality Management
District, Sacramento County of Airports/Sacramento International Airport, Placer County
Air Pollution Control District, El Dorado County Transportation Commission, City of
Sacramento, and Sacramento Regional Transit.
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County Sample Number Percent of
in Regional Sample Regional Population

Placer 500 153 11%
Yolo-Solano* 800 223 16%
Sacramento City 396 321 23%
Sacramento Co** 647 600 43%
El Dorado 530   98   7%
Total         2,870        1,395          100%

* Yolo 464; Solano 336 (only Vacaville and east are included in the Solano sample).
** County not including Sacramento City; includes other cities in the County.

For full text of questions, see Questionnaire.

For copies of data sets or frequency distributions, contact the Cleaner Air Partnership at
916-447-4956 OR EMAIL info@cleanerairpartnership.org.

PDF VERSION OF THIS REPORT DOES NOT INCLUDE REGIONAL FREQUENCY DISTRIBU-
TIONS OR THE TABLE OF COMPARISONS.  FOR THIS INFORMATION, use contact informa-
tion given above.

Frequency Distributions
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